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After dinner, Don Omi took out a black chain.

“Uh, what’s this?”Mu Qianji was busy asking after seeing it.

“The necklace.”Omi said.

“Khan, what time is it now to keep the necklace, which woman in your mortal realm owns it?”Mu Qianji
thought it was something very precious to Omi, preserved from the mortal realm to the spiritual
realm.

“Haha, you think too much, this is a magic treasure.”After saying that, Omi immediately threw the
chain, and with a clatter, a seven or eight meter tall chain man appeared outside of Shandong.

“Ah, this is?That ninth stage YuanYing Chain Man?But, that ninth stage of the YuanYing chainsman
doesn’t seem to be this tall.”Mu Qianji said in shock.

“That’s right, this is the Iron Chain Man, I’ve already taken him away from this magic treasure.Because I
used Immortal Qi to push it, the power that this Chain Man exerts in my hands is far stronger than in
the hands of that ninth stage YuanYing man.You can tell by looking at the physique of the Chain Man
that it is now about seven meters tall, while it was never more than five meters tall in that YuanYing
ninth stage’s hands before.”

“Heavens, so, this chain man is now stronger than before?”

“Nonsense, stronger by more than a little bit, it’s expanded so much, I’ll now sacrifice it again and raise
him to a middle-grade superior magic weapon, in that case, it will be even more powerful, I think, once
I raise it to a middle-grade superior magic weapon, this chain man, I think it will be able to tear Ning
Baojun alive.”

“What? Tearing Ning Baojun alive?That Ning Baojun is an Exaltation Stage.”

“Yes, that Ning Baojun is at most at the second stage of Exodus, if I raise my Chain Man to an
intermediate superior magic weapon and use my Immortal Qi to urge it, hehe, a battle with Ning
Baojun is not impossible.”Omi was full of anticipation. One second to remember to read the book

If he could tear Ning Baojun alive, it would be wonderful, and Omi could cut down the vast majority of
the strongest Ning Family members sent out by the Flying Cloud Sect.The entire Ning family was only
eight out of the box, so howmany of them were still able to pose a threat to Omi?

Mu Qianji asked, “How long will it take you to sacrifice this Chain Man to the upper intermediate
level?”

“I’m not sure about that, but the chain is made of an extraordinary material, I think the probability is
high, it shouldn’t take long.Anyway, no matter how long it takes, do your best to sacrifice it
first.”After saying that, Omi closed his eyes and began to sacrifice the Chain Man.



Previously, Omi was going to give it to Mu Qianji as a necklace, but now that it was in Omi’s hands, it
would be even more useful, so Omi used it himself for now, and it wouldn’t be too late to give it to Mu
Qianji as a necklace later.

One night without a word, Omi spent all night sacrificing the Iron Chain Man until dawn the next day.

Although it had been sacrificed for one night, it hadn’t been upgraded so quickly to the upper
intermediate level, and Omi couldn’t be anxious.

“Qianji, let’s go, it’s time for us to go to Tianbao City, the Iron Chain Man will be sacrificed slowly, and
one day it will become an intermediate grade magic weapon.”

“Mm.”

Omi and Mu Qianji used the Disguise Changing Method, they had changed their appearances, Omi to
an old man and Mu Qianji to a woman.

Omi cautiously traveled to Heavenly Jewel City.

This trip to Tianbao City was only to find Tang Jingtian.

Of course, as for Tang Huan, Omi wasn’t worried about her, so far, Tang Huan definitely hadn’t been
found by the Ning Clan, otherwise, the Ning Clan had been exterminated.

As for where Tang Huan and the others had gone, Omi guessed that they should have gone on a
training trip, or perhaps, they didn’t even know what had happened yet.

Omi took Mu Qianji carefully and spent two days, finally arriving at Tianbao City.

The sky of Tianbao City was back and forth, many Ning Family YuanYing powerhouses peeped in, the
entire Tianbao City was made to be on tenterhooks, and in the dark of the city gate, there were also
Ning Family people monitoring the

Control, once Omi’s whereabouts were discovered, an alarm was immediately raised.

Omi and Mu Qianji easily entered Tian Bao City.

They pretended to pass in front of the Tang family’s main gate, and from outside the gate, it looked as
if nothing had happened to the Tang family, but Omi could clearly smell that there was a faint smell of
blood in the air.

It seemed that the Tang family had indeed been exterminated by the Ning family.

Omi arrived at a restaurant, where it was easiest to find out information in a crowded place.

Omi pulled the owner of the inn aside.

“Senior, what are you doing.”The innkeeper looked at Omi in fear, thinking that Omi was the one
monitoring the group in the sky.

“Don’t worry, don’t be nervous, I’m not that group, I’m asking you, how is the Tang family now?”

“The Tang family has been wiped out.”



“Everyone’s dead?Not one left?”

“Which is not true, I heard that there were some who were not at home that day, so they were not
killed, but those who were not killed, went into hiding.”

“Anyone who wasn’t at home that day?”

“I don’t know about that, it’s impossible for everyone in the Tang family to happen to be in the family.”

“Do you know Tang Jingtian?”

“Uh, recognize.”

“Is he dead?”

“Doesn’t seem to be.”That shopkeeper said.

“Okay, I won’t ask you, and remember, don’t say you’ve seen me.”

“Promise not to say.”

“Bring me some food.”

“Okay, just a minute.”The shopkeeper immediately went and ordered it.

Omi’s heart was relieved to see that his fifth uncle wasn’t dead.

Omi ate some food at the restaurant and it was late, then he booked a room where he would sacrifice
the Chain Man.

The next day, Omi prepared to go out and kill a few people from the Ning family.

Omi went out early in the morning.

Omi first arrived at the city gates.

Omi observed for a while, there were about three Ning family’s YuanYing powerhouses at the city gate,
at the seventh, sixth, and eighth stages of YuanYing.

Omi masked his face for a moment, then quickly rushed up.

“Who are you.”The three men who were secretly guarding the area immediately surrounded Omi.

Omi chortled and said, “I’m your grandfather.”

“Looking for death.”The three of them were furious.

Omi didn’t bother to talk nonsense, and with a flip of his hand, the chain man was sacrificed by him.

“Wow.”

“Ah, isn’t this a Heavenly Rope?”



“Kill.”Omi’s mind moved, and the Iron Chain Man went towards that YuanYing eighth stage to kill.

At the same time, Omi used two things in one mind, not only controlling the Iron Chain Man, but also
using the Heavenly Furnace Mirror himself.

“Ah.”

“Ah.”

In less than half a second, Omi killed that YuanYing Sixth Stage, while the Iron Chain Man was even
stronger, and with one dry punch, that YuanYing Eighth Stage was beaten to a pulp, with almost no
ability to fight back, and of course, the YuanYing and the flesh turned into pulp together.

“Ah.”The remaining one YuanYing seventh stage immediately tried to escape.

“Bang.”The chain man turned around and dry-fisted another one, and in the blink of an eye, he
dry-exploded the YuanYing eighth stage that was trying to escape, with no chance of the YuanYing
getting out of his body at all.
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